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Three wave mixing is investigated with respect to its spectroscopic applications under fully resonant 
conditions. A theoretical study of the appropriate second order susceptibility X (2) reveals interesting features 
both for sum and difference frequency generation. For difference frequency generation two different 
mechanisms are possible one of which allows the observation of resonances between excited states and the 
study of dephasing induced coherent emission. The coherence decay rate between the two excited states may 
be measured and also its pure dephasing rate. The line-narrowing characteristics of the fully resonant X (2) are 
studied with respect to correlation between the inhomogeneous distribution for different levels. The line
narrowing capabilities are found to be partly complementary for the sum-and the two difference frequency 
resonance configurations. This leads to the suggestion of new line-narrowing techniques which could provide 
information about type and amount of correlation in inhomogeneously broadened systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Spectroscopic interest on molecular excited state 
dynamics is steadily increasing in recent years. While 
a detailed knowledge of the level structure of the ex
cited states and their assignments is a prerequisite for 
such work, with increasing molecular size and excita
tion energy, the spectra become more and more com
plex and difficult to interpret. The absorption bands 
are caused to be diffuse by the occurrence of short re
laxation times and the interaction of overlapping elec
tronic manifolds. A major source of perturbation for 
large molecules in condensed phases results from the 
interactions with the surrounding solvent or solid state 
environment. These perturbations lead to both homo
geneous and inhomogeneous contributions to the absorp
tion linewidth for a given experimental time scale. 
Both the homogeneous and inhomogeneous contributions 
contain interesting information about the molecule
environment interaction dynamics. A number of tech
niques involving coherent transient and frequency do
main spectroscopy have been developed to unravel 
spectra of inhomogeneous systems in gases. 1-3 Not 
only do these methods provide otherwise hidden knowl
edge of the level structure, but they also yield dynami
cal information from studies of the exposed homo
geneous line shapes. 

Some line narrowing methods require the molecules to 
be in the gas phase, like saturation spectroscopy, 4-6 

Doppler-free two-photon absorption7- 11 and supersonic 
nozzle beam spectroscopy. 12-14 Others, like hole burn
ing or fluorescence line narrowingl5 ,16 may be applied 
to solutions or glasses. All these methods expose a 
narrowed distribution of the transitions between the 
electronic ground state and some excited state of the 
molecule, and they may usually only be applied to low 
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lying excited states. In order to obtain the relaxation 
parameters corresponding to a pair of excited states a 
method based on a linear optical effect requires one of 
these excited states to be initially populated. This is 
generally a difficult situation to achieve because of wide 
variations in the lifetimes of the states of interest. 

Nonlinear coherent optical effects were used for 
spectroscopy shortly after tunable lasers became avail
able. The resulting methods, typified by CARS, CSRS, 
and polarization labeling spectroscopy, are now well 
established and widely used. A microscopic theory of 
the nonlinear susceptibilities reveals that they contain 
several resonances not only associated with tranSitions 
from the ground state, but also with transitions be-
tween exCited states. 17-21 Additional interesting situa
tions arise when the frequencies of the interacting fields 
are chosen in such a way that several resonances occur 
simultaneously. This not only leads to dramatic enhance
ment of the Signal, but also to line narrowing under cer
tain conditions. Furthermore, the resulting line shapes 
may contain the needed dynamical information for transi
tions between pairs of excited states. 11,19,22 

All previous applications and discussions of nonlinear 
line narrowing spectroscopy are based on X (3) the third 
order nonlinear susceptibility. Several beam configura
tions and frequency combinations have been proposed 
and demonstrated, namely, fully resonant CARS and 
CSRS and their predicted line narrowing, 23-25 polariza
tion spectroscopy, 26 population grating, and phase 
conjugate configuration methods. 21,28 The symmetry 
properties of X(3) make these methods widely applicable 
to crystals and glasses, even solutions, and usually no 
difficulties arise in obtaining phase matching, if re
quired. There are, however, some disadvantages in 
using the third-order response. In CARS and CSRS two 
in-going and one out-going beam interact with a four 
level system. Therefore with two input frequencies the 
condition of being fully resonant can only be met if the 
vibrational frequencies are equal in the ground and ex
cited states. Since this is usually not the case, always 
one resonance will be slightly detuned. In techniques 
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which involve only a three level system (e. g., polariza
tion spectroscopy), full resonance may be obtained, 
but the generated light will have the same frequency as 
one of the in-going beams. Therefore signal discrimina
tion can be a limiting factor. 

Up to now, effects based on the second order sus
ceptibility XU) have not been studied in the fully resonant 
configuration, and only a few experiments have been 
reported on resonance enhanced second harmonic gen-' 
erationZ9 ,30 in organic systems. One reason why XU) 

resonant responses have been neglected is that sum and 
difference frequency generation through dipolar in
teractions are restricted to noncentrosymmetric media 
and not applicable to isotropic systems. However, 
the needed anisotropy may always be indUCed by means 
of a static electric field of any sort, so this is not a 
fundamental restriction. The purpose of the present 
paper is, therefore, to study the spectroscopic prop
erties of XU) in the fully resonant configuration. It is 
shown that X(Z) provides new information about the re
laxation between pairs of excited states. Under cer
tain circumstances XC2l also has line narrowing prop
erties that could prove to be useful in condensed phase 
spectroscopy. 

The second order susceptibilities discussed in this 
paper are amenable to study by a variety of techniques 
in a wide range of molecular systems. Some of the 
more obvious applications involve molecular crystals, 
mixed crystals, polymers, and surfaces. Noncentro
symmetric crystalline materials could be employed as 
host lattices for dipolar molecules whose spectra and 
dynamics are to be explored. Centrosymmetric host 
materials may also be used in sum and difference fre
quency generation experiments but a low frequency 
electric field is also necessary. The resonant parts of 
XU) may be very large in such cases. These mixed 
crystal systems offer the opportunity to study moderate
ly sharp optical and infrared transitions in the presence 
of relatively small inhomogeneous line broadening. 
Organic polymers and glasses which can be poled by 
electric fields could also be employed in the experi
ments. In these cases the line narrowing characteris
tics of X(2) spectroscopies could be more fully explored 
because the inhomogeneous distributions give rise to 
spectra much wider than the intramolecular decay 
widths. Molecules adsorbed on surfaces provide still 
another class of systems that are intrinsically noncen
trosymmetric, in fact, resonance enhanced sum genera
tion was recently shown for the case rhodamine dyes on 
fused silica. 30 

In the following we will discuss a molecular three 
level model for X(2) in the fully resonant condition. 
The next section is dedicated to the effect of electric. 
field parameters. This involves the solution of Max
well's equations leading to formulas for phase matChing 
conditions and build up of the signal. Time domain 
effects are not treated explicitly here. Section IV 
then deals with the predicted line shapes of the reso
nances under various experimental conditions. In Sec. 
V the line narrowing properties of X(2) are presented 
and some examples for different types of inhomogeneous 

distributions are given. Some new types of line narrow
ing spectroscopy are suggested. 

II. MICROSCOPIC THEORY OF X(2) UNDER FULLY 
RESONANT CONDITIONS 

The quantity usually measured in nonlinear spectro
scopy is the intensity of the light beam generated in the 
nonlinear medium through coupling of the in-going 
beams. The calculation of this intensity may be done in 
three steps. The first step involves the calculation of 
the nonlinear susceptibilities from the material con
stants of the medium. In the second step the in-going 
fields are coupled through the susceptibility to yield 
the nonlinear polarization. The latter, finally, acts as 
a source term in Maxwell's equation determining the 
build up of the signal beam. 31 

In this section we calculate XU) in terms of quan-
tum mechanical matrix elements of a molecular system. 
The connection between p2), XU), and the fields is, in 
general 

p2)(w)= f.-- dIJlX(IJI,w-w')E(w')E(w- w'). (1) 

Here, pew) and E(w) denote the Fourier transform: 

E(w) = f·- dt E(t). e-'wt • __ 2" (2) 

If the field is chosen as a sum of monochromatic waves, 
the integral equation (1) reduces to a simple product for 
each of the possible sum or difference frequency com
binations: 

p(2) = XU) : EE • (3) 

Quantum mechanically the second order polarization is 
calculated as 

p(2) = Tr(p(2) • ,,) • (4) 

Here, "is the dipole operator, and p(2) the second or
der density matrix obtained from a perturbation expan
sion in powers of the fields. Therefore p(2) is quadratic 
in the electric fields. When the fields in the perturba
tion are chosen to be monochromatic, the quantum 
mechanical result can be directly compared with Eq. 
(3) yielding the microscopic expreSSions for XC2l as the 
coefficients of the various Fourier components of p2) 
in Eq. (4)_ Since XU) is a material constant, the choice 
of monochromatic waves is not a restriction. In prac
tical applications, of course, the finite frequency distri
bution of the fields (caused, e. g., through the finite 
duration of pulsed lasers), must be taken into account 
using Eq. (1). 

The equation of motion for the denSity operator is 
given by the Liouville equation (Ii= 1); 

Ii = i[p, V] + (Ii}B • (5) 

All operators are in the interaction picture and the per
turbation Vet) is described by the interaction of a clas
sical field E(t) with the dipole ,,(t) of the charged par
ticles: Vet) = -,,(t)E(t); "Gl8(t) = ":GI(t) = "Gl8' exp(iwG18 t). 
The electric field is 
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FIG. 1. Diagram illustrating the evolution of the resonant parts 
of the density operator to second order in the applied fields. 
The field components involved are represented by the broken 
(wI) and full (w2) correlation lines. 

Since in second order a maximum of two fields can in
teract at a time, we may restrict ourselves to consider 
only two frequencies wn = Wt, w2' Both the positive and 
negative sign of the frequency are included in order to 
account properly for both counterrotating parts of the 
waves. The operator (p)R accounts for relaxation due 
to interactions with the baths. Its matrix elements are 
given in terms of the phenomenological (Markovian) 
damping parameters r (coherence loss) and'Y (popula
tion loss): 

(P)~a= -'YaaPaa + ~ 'YSaPBIl , 

(p)!s = - r as PaS . 
(7) 

The feeding terms 'YsaPss couple the equations of motion 
of the diagonal elements. They would, however, only 
contribute to the fully resonant second order terms if 
the starting populations were different from the steady 
state populations. Since we will assume all molecules 
to be in the ground state before the interaction with the 
fields [p~~)(_oo) = 1], we can neglect all feeding terms. 
The solution to Eq. (5) then reads: 

Pas(t) = i exp(- raBt) £1 dt' exp(ras t')[p(t'), V(t') 1s . 

(8) 
This integral equation can be solved iteratively after 

expanding P in powers of the perturbation V. Before 
going to the results for second order it is of interest 
to trace the development of P through the various or
ders using the diagram Fig. 1. This diagram, which 
may be easily extended to higher orders, is especially 
helpful in determining all important terms for the fully 
resonant case. It is based on the fact that a given ma
trix element p~nv-I), by virture of the commutator, may 
couple through Vva to contribute to p~nj, or with - Va .. 

to contribute to p~~). In the first case the bra part of the 
density operator is changed, while in the second case 
the V operator with the negative sign changes the ket of 
p, so that our diagram is analogous to the double sided 
diagrams presented by Yee and Gustafson. 32 Thus, 
starting from p~~) = 1, in first order, all conjugate 

pairs of matrix elements of type p~!) and p~!) are 
generated. In the general case, all levels /I have to be 
conSidered, and each matrix element contains both 
frequencies Wt and w2 with positive and negative signs . 
Since we are interested in the resonant contributions, 
we may consider only two excited levels, namely, band 
c. This leads to matrix elements Pac' p"", Pa., and Pca 
in first order, which are resonant terms with fre
quencies chosen as w2, - Wt, wI> and - w2' respectively. 

In second order, application of the same procedure 
leads to population terms and coherence terms. Only 
one of each complex conjugate pair of contributions to 
the population terms is shown in Fig. 1. Under fully 
resonant conditions these terms incorporate the same 
optical frequency component as in the first order, but 
with the opposite sign. Therefore, these zero fre
quency (or DC) terms do not contribute to the genera
tion of the optical frequency polarization in second or
der. The nonlinear optical Signal comes from the 
coherence terms depicted on the right-hand Side of Fig. 
1. Obviously two different types of matrix elements 
evolve, which we name type I and type II since they 
describe different physical processes. The type I 
matrix element describes coherence between the 
ground state and an excited state, such as p~~) or p~:). 
There is only one path to this matrix element, and both 
V operators involved in this path have the same sign. 
The type IT matrix element p~~) describes coherence 
between two excited states and contains contributions 
from two paths, both with alternating signs of V. This 
will be important for the line narrowing capabilities 
of the type II process which will be discussed in Sec. 
V. The general solution for a matrix element of p(2) is 

I 

p~2) = _ I: exp(- r 2) f dt'Vt_2(t') 
path. -'ICII 

I' 

xexp[(r2 - rt)t'] f.. ... dt" Vo_t(t") exp(r1t")· (_I)n • 

(9) 

The dummy indices 1 and 2 must be replaced by the in
dex pairs of the first and second order matrix element 
involved in the path, and 0 - 1 or 1- 2 denote the indices 
of the corresponding V operators. Finally, n is the 
total number of V operators occurring with negative 
sign in the path. The result of integration is 

(10) 

The summation over the field components O! and f3 
yields 16 contributions from each path, but the con
straint of being fully resonant will allow only one or two 
combinations to occur. 

The optical polarization is obtained from the trace of 
Pl-L: 

(11) 

The following susceptibilities for sum and difference 
frequency generation under fully resonant conditions are 
then readily found: 
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FIG. 2. Diagrammatic representation of the fully resonant 
second order susceptibilities. Time ordering is from left to 
right in each diagram. Upwards arrows indicate positive fre
quency components (photon annihilation), downward negative 
frequency (photon creation). Full and broken lines refer to 
evolution of the bra and ket parts, respectively, of the density 
operator. Asterisk mark the levels between which coherence 
is induced. The graphs (a) and (b) refer to p.o' while (c) and 
(d) contribute to POe' The graphs for the complex conjugates 
PM and Pcb are found by reversing all arrow directions, chang
ing full into broken lines, and vice versa. Below each dia
gram the corresponding graph of Yee and Gustafson (Ref. 32) 
which reduces to the diagram in the fully resonant cage is 
shown. Note that in case (a) the levels band c have been re
versed in order to maintain the strong similarity of the equa
tions describing type I processes. 

~4~) 1-'!1l1-'!;) 
[Wba - Wt + iraohwco - Wz1-iroe ] , 

(l2c) 
(D) (1) (2) 

~2)(_ Wz1'- W W) = -I-'oe I-'T I-'eq 
1 ,t, 2 [Wea - W2 -ireJ Weo - WD -iroe ] • 

(l2d) 
Here, Ws = Wt + w2 and wD = w2 - wt are the sum and dif
ference frequencies with w2:::: Wt in the latter case. 
The field components to be taken with the various di
pole moments are indicated by the superscripts. There 
are two contributions from the type I matrix element, 
one each for sum and difference frequency generation. 
In the type II process only difference frequency genera
tion is pOSSible, but again two contributions arise. 

The physical meaning of Eqs. (l2a)-(l2d) is best 
explained with the diagrams in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, the 
diagrams a-d correspond to Eqs. (l2a)-(l2d) having 
the same letter designation. Although the type I pro
cess may produce either sum or difference frequency 
polarization, the mechanism of the physical processes 
involved are quite similar. This is already obvious 
from the formulas for X(2), since Eqs. (l2a) and (l2b) 
only differ by the replacement of Wz1 by ws' As seen 
in the diagram, the frequency w2 first couples the 

level c to the ground state, while in the second step Wt 

couples levels c and b, thus finally introducing coher
ence between the level pair abo The difference is only 
in the relative order of levels b and c, leading to dif
ference frequency generation if b is below c, and to sum 
frequency generation if b is above c. These processes 
differ quantum mechanically in that an Wt photon is ab
sorbed in (a) but emitted in (b). In the case of sum fre
quency generation, the generated wave will be in reso
nance with the transition from the ground state to a 
higher excited state of the molecule. The reabsorption 
of this wave is discussed in Sec. III. 

The type II processes in the diagrams (c) and (d) ob
viously contribute to the same physical process, since 
they generate coherence between the same pair of levelS 
band c and only differ in the time ordering of the inter
actions. As long as monochromatic waves are con
sidered, these two orderings cannot be distinguished. 

The problem of reabsorption of the generated light 
encountered in type I processes will not occur in the 
type II process if the separation between levels band c 
is smaller than the energy corresponding to the ab
sorption edge. The generated wave at Wz1 will then be 
well separated in frequency from Wt, w2 and the fluores
cence light (b - a or c - a), and it will travel in a medium 
which is nearly transparent for this frequency. 

The type II process is especially interesting since the 
corresponding susceptibilities [Eqs. (l2c) and (12d)] 
explicitly contain reo as a linewidth parameter in a 
resonance. Thus it offers the possibility to measure 
this coherence decay parameter for a pair of excited 
levels, which are initially not populated. This is not 
possible in the type I process which only depends on 
the conventional spectroscopic damping parameters 
r.o and rae' In the type II process the levels may be 
vibrational levels of various electronic states, so 
that the decay of a large number of combinations of 
level pairs should be accessible. In order to facilitate 
the discussion in subsequent sections for formulas 
(l2a)-(l2d) can be contracted to a single formula for 
each type of process, leading to: 

(3) (1) (2) 

~2)(-W3)= I-'.t I-'Oq I-'qq (l3a) 
[Wea - W2 + ire.] [woa - W3 + irao ] 

(2) (I) (3) 

~i)(- W3) = 1-'94 Je ~Oq (l3b) 
[Woa - Wt + irao Wea - W2 -irae ] 

x {l +' ret - r ele - r a, } 
Z[Wco-W3-ireo • 

For type I processes, w3 may be either Ws or Wz1, 
while only Wz1 is allowed in type II. Equation (i3b) is 
obtained as the sum of Eqs. (l2c) and (l2d). In this 
form it exhibits an interesting feature of the extra Weo 
resonance. We describe the coherence decay parame
ters r as in the usual way as 

(14) 

with r a and rs being the inverse total lifetimes of levelS 
at and ~ and r~s the pure dephasing parameter. The in
verse lifetime of the ground state is assumed to be zero, 
the population lifetimes cancel out in the numerator of 
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the wc~ resonance, and the resonance becomes propor
tional to r~~ - r~c - r~~. If the pure dephasing vanishes, 
as might occur at very low temperatures, the resonance 
of wc~ will not occur. In this case the wc~ resonance is 
predicted to be temperature induced, giving rise to a 
dephasing induced coherent emission (DICE) effect in 
second order having the same physical origin as that 
discussed earliert9.2o.22 for third-order processes. 

III. OPTICS 

The intensity of the coherent signal generated by the 
nonlinear polarization along the direction of the ingoing 
beams is obtained from Maxwell's equations. For this 
purpose we have to consider the space dependence for 
all waves: 

EJ(w, r) = EJ(w) • exp(iK. r); j = 1, 2,3 . (15) 

We may choose the wave vectors K to be complex to 
account for the loss due to absorption in the medium: 

(16) 

In this expression eJ is the unit vector perpendicular to 
the traveling wavefront, kJ = TJwti2rrc is the wave vector 
in the medium and aJ half the linear absorption coeffi
cient of the medium at wJ• In the slowly varying envelope 
approximation3t the amplitude of the generated wave is 

2rriw fL (2) . A 3(w3,L) = ~'. dzP (w3,z)exp{-iK3z). (17) 
cn3 0 

In the general case p2)(w, z) is given by Eq. (I) including 
the space dependent factors for the fields according to 
Eq. (15). Therefore, in general, the integrals over dz 
and dw' cannot be separated, unless the dispersion of 
the wave vectors can be neglected. We will assume the 
frequency distributions around wi> w2' and w3 to be 
small enough to justify such a neglect, leading to the 
result: 

13 = IA312. exp{- 2a3L) = (
2rrW

3) 2 1J1~'>O(W3W .G(Ak) 
cn3 

xexp(- 2a3L) • (18) 

The phase mismatch factor is given by 

( ) 
_ 1 + exp[ - 2aL] - 2 exp[ -aL]. COS(AkL) 

G Ak - (Ak)2+a2 (19) 

with 

(20) 

and 
Ak= k3 -(ki+ kh2ktk2sin9u)t/2 • (21) 

Il.k is the scalar phase mismatch for sum frequency 
generation (+ sign) and difference frequency generation 
(- sign), respectively. 912 is the angle between the two 
in-going beams. 

It is obvious, that in a system having a refractive in
dex that monotonically increases with w, Il.k cannot be 
made equal to zero by varying 912, 

IV. LINE SHAPES 

In a nonlinear spectroscopic experiment the fre
quencies of the in-going beams are varied and the 

change of signal intensity observed. When the phase 
mismatch factor is effectively constant during this 
scan, the line shapes obtained are entirely determined 
by Ip 2) 12 or, in the case of monochromatic waves, by 
IX(2) 12. Since there are two in-going beams Wt and 
w2' every line in the (wi> w2) plane could define a 
possible scan associated with a line shape. The situa
tions that may be most easily realized are scan modes 
in which one of the frequencies involved remains fixed. 
Three scan modes of this type are possible in a X(2) 
experiment. In two of them one of the in-going beams 
is fixed while the other is scanned. In the third case, 
in order to fix the generated frequency w3, the in
going beams must be scanned maintaining constant 
(Wt - '''2) for difference frequency generation, or con
stant (Wt + w2) for sum frequency generation. Line 
shapes predicted for these scan modes under fully 
resonant conditions are discussed below in relation to 
the structural information that may be obtained in each 
particular case. For SimpliCity we will assume the 
in-going beams to be monochromatic, so that the line
shapes are entirely determined by the X(2 ) given in Eqs. 
(13a) and (13b) for the type I and type II process, re
spectively. It is first assumed that no inhomogeneous 
broadening is present. 

The three scan modes yield only three different 
types of line shapes: 

type A: 13ex:/(wx_:+irx ±XI2, 

type B: 13 <X I [(Wx _ w) + irxd(wy _ w) +irJ ±x 12 

(22) 

(23) 

I . } 2 type C: 1 ex: M {I + i rgt - rAg - r gt ± I 
3 [(wx-w)+ir,,] (wy-w)+iry X' 

(24) 

In general, M is complex, referring to the resonance 
denominator containing the fixed frequency in the form 
(w+ ir,>-t, where r, describes the damping of the co
herence introduced by the fixed beam. Type A exhibits 
one resonance at w., while Band C each show a further 
resonance at wy • The corresponding linewidth parame
ters are named rx and r y , respectively. The actual 
parameter to be substituted for these variables in the 
three scan modes for type I and type II processes are 
collected in Table I. We also have included a non-

T ABLE I. Resonance parameter to be used in the line 
shape calculations. 

Fixed Line-
W type Wx 

r B w ... 

w2 A w",,-wc 

w3 A w ... 

r c w ... 

II w2 C W"" 

w3 B W"" 

Web+Wt -rAC 

web -w2 rAb 

W",-W3 rqb 
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FIG. 3. Line shapes of type A resonances for various values 
of the nonresonant background. (a) Fixed frequency from 
resonance, (b) fixed frequency on resonance, r = 2 in all lines. 
For details see the text. 

resonant background factor X = XNR / I $LG~$Lt"$L",, I, which 
may interfere with the resonances. The line shape type 
A is predicted to occur when either ~ or w3 [in Eq. 
(13a)] is fixed. When the nonresonant background is 
negligible the line will be a Lorentzian having width 
2r~G or 2rCG ' On the other hand, when the nonresonant 
background is significant the line shape depends on the 
amount of detuning of the fixed frequency and on whether 
the + or - sign is chosen in Eq. (22). The two line 
shapes shown in Fig. 3 correspond to large (a) and zero 
(b) detuning of the fixed frequency from resonance. 
For large detuning the line is expected to be asymmetric 
and the peak position and peak to minimum separation 
can be used to determine some of the resonant parame
ters in relation to the nonresonant background as indi
cated in Fig. 3 (a). 33 

The sign in Eqs. (22)-(24) must be chosen as the sign 
of $LGb$Lbc$Lw In this case the line shape and the peak 
to background ratio are sensitively dependent on this 
choice. The different signs for the transition dipole 
factor are related to the details of the vibrational-elec
tronic transitions involved and in the simplest cases 
can be deduced from the signs of the associated Franck
Condon factors. One possible situation could have 
each of $L"I" $Le,,' and $Lbc corresponding to transitions 
between zero-point levels of different electronic states. 

In this case the + sign is indicated. On the other hand, 
if the vibrational quantum number is changed during one 
or more of the tranSitions, the sign choice would depend 
on the detailS of the equilibrium nuclear configurations 
in each of the three states. 

The line shape B occurs in type I and type II processes 
where the frequency connecting the two excited levels b 
and c is fixed. In the type I process this was called wi> 

while in the type II process it is the signal frequency. 
This line shape is the product of two Lorentzians re
sulting in two maxima in the detuned case. By the proper 
choice of the fixed frequency, however, w~ and Wy can 
always be brought into coincidence, and it is just this 
situation that leads to the fully resonant case we are 
most interested in for spectroscopic applications. With 
the fixed frequency on resonance the signal intensity 
has the form 

1±2X(W2-r,r) 2 

(WZ + f!)(WZ + r~) + X 
(25) 

When X is relatively small the lines appear Lorentzian 
with widths ranging from the smallest of r~ and ry to 
O. 64 r~ when r~= ry [see Fig. 4(a)]. When X is signifi
cant the spectra are expected to show a number of in
teresting features as shown in Fig. 4(b). The line may 
show a sharp dip which reaches the nonresonant back-
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FIG. 4. Line shapes for type B resonances: (a) With non
resonant background 0, r~ fixed at 5, and ry varied. Alllines 
are normalized to the same peak value. (bl Effect of the non
resonant background. The nonresonant background is fixed and 
the amplitude varied. Both r parameters are set to 5. 
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FIG. 5. Simulation of the DICE extra resonance in the type II 
susceptibility. (a) Wt fixed, I'd varied, I'.e=1, I'be=2; (b) w2 

fixed, I'ae varied, I'ab=1, I'be=2. The fixed frequency is de
tuned by 10 below the corresponding resonance. 

ground level when 2XI'sI'y = 1. The width of this dip 
can be smaller than the I' parameters. Other interest
ing cases are summarized in Fig. 4. 

The line types discussed so far have in common that 
they allow the determination of I'ab and I' ac' but not the 
relaxation parameter I'bc between the two excited states. 
This measurement is possible with the type II C pro
cess when one of the in-going beams has a fixed fre
quency. In the general case these line shapes may be
come very complex, since they contain two resonances, 
three I' parameters, and a nonresonant background. 
Some special cases of interest are simulated in Fig. 5. 
The resonant signal shape is very sensitive to the rela
tive magnitudes of the I' parameters. Neglecting XNR 
for the moment we will see that the simplest case 
arises if I'ab + I'ac = I'bc' since the second resonance 
then vanishes and the resulting line is a simple Lorent
zian having the linewidth I's = I' ab or I'ac. As mentioned 
in Sec. II this case could apply at very low temperatures 
if the pure dephasing were vanishingly small. The ef
fect of increasing I' = I'ab + I'ac - I'bc is most evident in a 
configuration where Wt or w2 is detuned from exact 
resonance. For example, if Wt is detuned by d below 
wba and w2 is scanned the results of Fig. 5(a) are ob
tained. A single line having the width I'ac is observed 
when I' = 0, but at finite I' an extra resonance appears 

at w2 - wt = woc corresponding to the inter excited state 
transition. When w2 is fixed at d below wc .. the extra 
resonance now appears on the high difference frequency 
side of the shifted one photon resonance as shown in 
Fig. 5(b). 

v. LINE NARROWING 

The observed coherent light signal is generated by 
the polarization, so if the medium is inhomogeneous 
the polarization is the sum of the various oscillating 
dipoles that are induced in the sample by the driving 
fields. The characteristic frequency width of the in
homogeneous distribution may be the main factor deter
mining the widths of the nonlinear spectra, on the other 
hand, the spectra may be line narrowed. 

The line narrowing properties of Xt21 and Xt31 pro
cesses under fully resonant conditions are dependent on 
the result of averaging the susceptibility over the inho
mogeneous distribution. This averaging requires the 
definition of an appropriate model for such an inhomo
geneous distribution of energies for both levels band 
c with respect to the ground state a. A particular 
molecule will then be characterized by two parameters 
x and y, giving the shift of the transition frequencies 
wba and wca from their mean values: 

x= wb• - w~. , 

y = we. - w~ •• 

(26) 

Thus, the susceptibility of each molecule will depend 
on both x and y and the susceptibility of the whole 
ensemble will be 

(xt21) = If dxdyx(21(x,y) ·G(x,y) , 

where G(x, y) is the joint distribution function. Ob
viously the distribution function G must contain 

(27) 

some correlation between the variables x and y. Other
wise, the choice of a given x (e. g., by resonance with 
a laser beam) will always project out the same distribu
tion of y, and line narrowing cannot occur. 

A simple model for the distribution function that has 
all the features required is the bivariate probability 
denSity: 

(28) 

G(x, y) is schematically shown in Fig. 6. Here (~, 1) is 
an orthogonal axis system tuned by an angle cf> with re
spect to (x,y), and the g are one dimensional distribu
tion functions having widths O't and 0'2. A measure of 
the correlation between the two variables x and y is 
their correlation coefficient q which is given by 

q = (xy) /«xx)(yy»t/2 • (29) 

From this definition it follows that 1 >q > - 1. The case 
q = 1 is fully correlated, while q = - 1 is anticorrelated. 
A correlation coefficient for a Lorentzian distribution 
having the same limiting characteristics as the Gaus
sian can be defined. 34 If one of the two widths O't and 0'2 

becomes much smaller than the other, the correlation 
becomes more pronounced. In the case of vanishing 0'2, 

we find q = ± 1 and each x value allows only one y value. 
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FIG. 6. Different models for inhomogeneous distributions of 
three level systems: (a) without correlation, (b) intermediate 
correlation, (c) strict correlation limit I q I = 1. 

The distribution function then reduces to the form: 

G{x, y) = g(x, 0'1) • o(y - ax) • (30) 

An example of such a distribution occurs in the Doppler 
broadening of optical transitions in the gas phase (q =- 1). 
The parameter a = tan cP is then equal to the ratio of the 
inhomogeneous widths of the two excited states c and b. 
In the solid state the inhomogeneous distribution is often 
considered to be a result of different sites having dif
ferent transition energies but the same sets of dynami
cal parameters. The treatment of intermediate q 
values needed in this case is possible but the results are 
cumbersome. In the case of GaUSSian distributions 
a numerical integration is required. Therefore, only 
the case q = ± 1 is dealt with in detail while our results 
for other cases are summarized at the end of this sec
tion. 

With respect to the nature of the distribution func
tion g(x, 0') the most natural choice would be a GaUSSian, 
especially in the case that the inhomogeneous distribu
tion were the result of a large number of statistically 
independent perturbations: 

gG(x,O') = IJ'C"" exp{-x2/2a2}. (31) 
0' V &.1T 

If the inhomogeneous distribution is much wider than the 
set of homogeneous linewidths, the wings of the distribu
tion function become less important, and the distribu
tion may be approximated by a Lorentzian: 

0' 1 
gL{X,O') = 1i . ~ . (32) 

The solutions for Lorentzian distributions lead to ex
pressions which can be readily interpreted, therefore 
they will be derived here. The numerical line shape 
simulations with both Gaussian and Lorentzian dis
tributions indicate that the narrowed lines are essential
ly the same for both distribution functions (see Fig. 8). 
This justifies the chOice of the Lorentzian a posteriori, 
and suggests that the particular form of the distribu
tion function encountered in practice may not significant
ly influence the results. 

In the limit q'" ± 1 and with Lorentzian distributions, 
the ensemble averaged susceptibility takes the form: 

<X(2» = J dxX(2)(x) x?{r;; (33) 

Xt2l (X) is obtained from Eq. (13a) or (13b) for type I or 
type II processes by substituting wea = w~a + ax, wba 
= w~a + x, and Web = W~b + (a - l)x. All the resulting in
tegrals may be solved by means of the residue theorem. 
The appropriate integration paths and important poles 
are indicated in Fig. 7 for the various conditions that 
can occur. 

Type I process: The integrand in the type I process 
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FIG. 7. Integration contours and poles in the complex plane 
for the line narrowing calculation with a Lorentzian inhomo-
geneous distribution. (a) type I, a> 0; (b) type I, a < 0; (c) 
type n, a <0, (d) type II, O<a <1; (e) type II, a> 1. 
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has two poles from the distribution function and two 
poles from the susceptibility: Pt = ia; P2 = - ia; P3 = w3 
- w~a - irab ; and p, = h)2 - w~a - irea] la. Only those 
poles on one-half of the complex plane need be con
sidered. If the correlation is positive, this is a >0, 
the pole P t is the only one above the real axis, and 
<x(2) is given by the residue at this pole (case 1, 
type I): 

(34) 
Obviously the inhomogeneous width adds to both line
widths and no line narrowing occurs. This is a general 
property of the residues at the poles of the distribution 
function. In the case a < 0 the pole P4 shifts above the 
real axis [see Fig. 7(b)] and its residue has to be added 
to that of Pt in this situation: 

<~2)(a<0»=M2»t+M2»2 (35) 

2 (3) (1) (2) 
<x(2» - ~ • ~qt ~te ~cq 

I 2 - 1f [(W2 - W~.) + a(w~. - Wa) + i(arat - r.e)] 
1 (36) 

In this expression one of the resonance denominators 
is not affected by inhomogeneous parameters, and line 
narrowing should occur with a width: 

(37) 

Actually, a < 0 means strict anticorrelation of excited 
states, i. e., a positive energy shift of level b is related 
to a negative shift of level c. The case of correlation 
(a> 0) should yield no line narrowing in type I processes. 
However certain situations might result in anticorrela
tion. For example, a large dipole moment change on 
excitation could be in opposite direction for the a - b 
and a - c tranSitions. The line narrowing experiment in 
the type I process then could serve as a probe for anti
correlation. 35 

In the type n processes the susceptibility gives rise 
to three poles in addition to those from the distribution 
function: Pi = ia; P2 = - ia; Pa = wt - w~a - ir.t ; p, = (w2 
- w~. + ir •• )/a; and P5 = (w3 - W~t + irbq)/(a -1). As is 
obvious from Fig. 7, we need only conSider the resi
dues (R;) at the poles PI> p" and Ps. These are: 

Rl = ~ ~~!) If ~~!) {1 + . r te - rAt - rqg } 
21ft [w~a - WI + i(rab + a) w~a - W2 - i(r.e - aa)] t [w~t - wa - i(rte + a - aa)] , 

(38) 

-~a ~~)~~)~~) 
R4 = --1f- [a(w~t - W3) + (a - 1)(w2 - w~.) - i(ar.t - (a - 1)r •• )] 

1 
(39) 

X [W2 _ w~. + i(rea + aa)] [W2 - w~. + i(r •• - aa)] 

Rs= a(a-1)2 . { 0 1 0 
1f [(a - 1)(wta - WI) + (wa - w. t ) + i [(a - 1)r.t + rbq)] 

- [(w~. - w2)(a -1) + a(wa - ~~t) + i(art• - (a -1)r •• )] } 
(40) 

x ~~!) (f ~~:) 
[wa - W~t + i(rt• + (a -1)a)ltw3 - W~t + i(rte + (1- ala)] 

Again, the residues at the poles from the distribution 
function are not line narrowed, while the other residues 
contain line narrowed resonances. The nature of the 
resonance linewidths depend on the sign and magnitude 
of a as follows [see Figs. 7(c)-7(e)]: 

M:» = 21fiR l , a < 0 , 

<~f) = 21fi(R t + R,) , 0 < a < 1 , 

(xW) = 21fi(R t + R, + R s), 1 < a . 

(41a) 

(41b) 

(41c) 

In the case of anticorrelation (a < 0) no line narrowing 
should be possible, while in the case of correlation 
(a >0) line narrowing occurs. When the inhomogeneous 
width is much larger than the homogeneous parameters, 
a» (rd , rae, r te) , all line narrowed signals are pre
dicted to be single Lorentzian in shape. For the three 
scan modes discussed in the previous section we expect 
the widths of these resonances shown in Table II. The 
results for type II, a >1 are independent of rac although 
both residues R, and R5 contain rae in their resonances. 

These contribUtions, however, cancel out. This is 
obvious from Fig. 7(e) , since the line narrowing con
tributions from the residue Ra alone must give the same 
result. All three scan modes are predicted to yield the 
same information since the resultingwldths always con
tain the same linear combination of the homogeneous 

TABLE II. Predicted l1newtdths for various scan modes in the 
presence of inhomogeneous broadening. 

Fixed frequency 

Type WI W2 w3 

I; a < 0 
r",+ la I rab r", + I a I rab 

r", + I a I r.b 1+lal lal 

II; O<a<1 <>r.c +(I-alrcc 
<>r"+(1-alr .. ar"+(1-<>lra£ 

a I-a 

II; a> 1 rbe+(a-Ur.b 

rbe+(a -ura. r be +(<> -1)r.~ 
a a-I 
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parameters, and a was already obtained as the ratio 
of the inhomogeneous widths. Finally, no problems 
arise in the special case rae = rac + rat although the 
resonance at Wet and consequently the pole P5 does not 
occur since R5 is then identically zero. 

The integration over a Gaussian inhomogeneous dis
tribution can be accomplished by first decoupling the 
denominators in the form: 

a~ = b~a (~- i) , (42) 

then using the integral representation for the complex 
error function w(sz) [where s = sign (1m z)]: 

2 

J ... e-' dt . 
-- ;: - t1TSW{SZ) _ z-t 

to obtain the following results in which G indicates 
Gaussian averaging: 

i ,,( 3 ' ,,( 1) IJ. (2 '(n/2) 1/2 
~2')G = '"gb Gf~ -'AA] 

x{w(A/<1.f2) -S(a)w(B/ 1 a 1<1~} , 

i,,(3',,(1),,(2'(n/2)1/2 { 1 M:')G = .. qt "'''9 "'9~ E _ (a -l)C 

x[w(C/<1 {2J -s(1- a)w{E/ll -« 1 <1 v'2l] 

1 
- aE _ (a -l)D [S(a)w(D/ 1 a 1 <1 n> 

-S(1- a)w(E/11- al <1.n)]}, 

with the abbreviations: A = W~9 - w3 + ira.; B = w~a 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

- w2 + irea; C = W~a - WI + ira,,; D = w~. - w2 - irae ; and 
E = w~" - w3 - irae. Some simulated line shapes, both 
for Lorentzian and Gaussian distributions, are shown 
in Fig. 8. It is obvious from these curves that Gaussian 
and Lorentzian distributions give essentially the same 
narrowed line shape even when the homogeneous and 
inhomogeneous widths are of the same order of magni
tude. 

The results of the previous paragraph encouraged 
us to perform the average of X(2' [Eq. (27)] with a two 
dimensional distribution function of the type in Eq. 
(28) using Lorentzian bell functions gL [Eq. (32) J. In 
this case the integration could be carried through an
alytically in two consecutive contour integrations. 
During these two steps at least one of the two inho
mogeneous width parameters <11 and <12 is added to each 
of the resonance denominators. Some interesting situa
tions that may arise in molecular problems are: (1) 
The system is governed by the inequality <11 » r > <12' 
This case closely resembles the limit of perfect cor
relation. Here r is some linear combination of the 
homogeneous width parameters (such as those in Table 
n) depending on the angle cP by which the (xy) and (~7() 
axis systems are rotated. The narrowed lines will have 
width r + <12, implying essentially homogeneous line
widths. The criteria for the corresponding reSidues to 
occur are 

~ 
I-
(f) 

Z 
W 
I
Z 

Q 

3 

20 

FIG. 8. Simulated narrowed line with Gaussian (G) and 
Lorentzian (L) distribution functions as indicated. Parameters 
were r .. ,,=r.c=r"c=5, type II resonance, a =1. The FWHM of 
the inhomogeneous distribution was set at 10 and 100 as indi
cated. 

Type II: O<cp<n/2 j Type I: -n/2<cp<O. 

The longer half-axis of the distribution, in our case <11' 
must have the same orientation as the correlation line 
in the strict correlation limit. (2) The system is de
fined by the inequality <11 » <12 ~ r. Again the narrowed 
lines show width <12 + r under the same conditions as 
in case (1), but now the correlation coefficient is probed 
rather then the homogeneous parameters. The inho
mogeneously broadened widths of the two states are 

A,. = I cos cp 1 <11 + 1 sin cp 1 • 0'2 , 

A. = 1 sin cp 1 <11 + 1 cos cp 1 • <12 • 

Thus the determination of an absolute lower bound to 
the correlation coefficient should be possible. (3) The 
system is governed by the inequality <11 ~ <12 »r. This 
situation corresponds to low correlation, and certainly 
line narrowing is not possible. 

VI. EFFECT OF EXCITED STATE POPULATION 

The calculations and discussion so far were carried 
out on the assumption that no excited state populations 
can initiate the sum and difference frequency generation 
process. This was justified by the fact that Significant 
population contributions to these processes are built up 
from third and higher order in the iterative integration 
procedure if the starting population is all in the ground 
date. Of course coherence between excited levels re
quires these levels to be populated to some extent. 
Furthermore, we may expect that populations formed 
early in the pulse envelope through higher order pro
cesses, feeding and by dephasing effects (i. e., in
coherent populations) will contribute to the coherent 
Signal. Each state which acts as a bottleneck in the 
relaxation towards thermal equilibrium will serve as 
an initiating state for the evolution of the density 
operator. For example, the vibrationless level of the 
lowest excited electronic state would be expected to be . 
long-lived enough to initiate new nonlinear processes 
in this manner. If the decay of the bottleneck level is 
negligible with respect to the other time constants in 
the system: i. e., if 'Y~~ «rjJ for all i and j, then the 
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FIG. 9. Diagrammatic representation of the fully resonant con-
tributions toX (2

) from an initial population in level b. For dis-
cussion see the text. 

feeding terms may again be neglected and the calcula
tion of the density matrix is carried out using the same 
techniques as described in Sec. II. In case this in
equality is not met the time evolution of the starting 
population would have to be included. 

We treat the case where the middle state of the three 
level system initiates the nonlinear process. The dia
gram for the time development of the density matrix 
is readily obtained from Fig. 1 by the cyclic permuta
tion of the indices (a, b, c) to (b, c,a). The nondiagonal 
terms of interest are p~:) and p~~) with only one path 
contributing, and p~!) with two paths. The correspond
ing susceptibilities are, therefore, of type I for the 
first two matrix elements and of type II for the latter. 
The level diagrams corresponding to these four paths 
are given in Fig. 9 which is readily obtained. from Fig. 
2 by shifting the highest level below level a and re
labeling the levels in order a, b, c from bottom to top. 
The arrows representing the field components re
main attached to the levels. However, in Figs. 9(a) 
and 9(b) Wt and w2 were interchanged to emphasize the 
similarities between the diagrams in Figs. 2 and 9. 

A comparison of the diagrams for the two initial con
ditions reveals, that the excited state population will 
make a contribution to all three processes discussed in 
Sec. 2. Diagram 9(a) makes a contribution to the type 
I difference frequency generation26 but with different 
time ordering. A time resolved experiment should, 
therefore, allow these contributions to be distinguished. 
The difference frequency generation between two ex
cited levels, the type II processes 2(c) and 2(d) , will get 
an additional term from diagram 9(b). The latter is, 
however, of type I and shows consequently only one time 
ordering, namely that of diagram 2(c). 

The most interesting case is the type II sum frequency 
generation 9(c) and 9(d) induced by the initial population 
in level b. It shows the extra resonance: 

(1) (2) (3) 

(2)[9(c) and 9(d)] = _p~~' ~l!q IJ.qb lJ..q • 
X [WeD-Wt-ZrebJ[Wb.-W2-ZrDO] 

(46) 

In the absence of pure dephasing the numerator of the 
additional resonance reduces to the inverse lifetime 
of the level b: 1. e., (- rea + reD + rD.) -')'bb' Since we 
assumed this parameter to be very small, the we. 
resonance will exhibit a DICE effect. In principle, this 
DICE resonance occurs even when there is no pure 

dephasing because of the finite value of ')'~~ derived from 
spontaneous emission or radiationless processes. The 
discussion of the diagrams 9{a)-9(d) can easily be ex
tended to their line narrowing characteristics. Adopt
ing the substitution wb• = wg. + x and we. = w~o + ax as 
in Sec. V, the pole arguments can be applied in an 
analogous manner. It turns out that all diagrams can 
be line narrowed and that the conditions for a are com
plementary in the case 9(a) and 9{b) and the case 9(c) 
and 9(d): The difference frequency diagrams 9(a) and 
9(b) can be line narrowed with a> 1, while the sum 
frequency line narrowing requires a < 1. These condi
tions are different from those for the diagrams 2(a)-
2(d) and could be used to gain additional information 
about the correlations within the various inhomogeneous 
distributions. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

Our investigation of the spectroscopic properties of 
X(2) under fully resonant conditions lead to the following 
conclusions: 

(i) Fully resonant sum and difference frequency gen
eration are both possible processes. 

(ii) There exist two mechanisms for difference fre
quency generation, namely: difference frequency gen
eration I having resonances on transitions from the 
initial state; and difference frequency generation II 
having a resonance on a transition between two initially 
unpopulated states. 

(iii) If the system shows no inhomogeneous broadening 
of its transitions the line shapes of the resonances con
tain possible information about rob and r.e depending on 
which in-going frequency is scanned. 

(iv) In the case of difference frequency generation II 
there are circumstances under which the line shape also 
depends on rbe , the coherence decay parameter for the 
pair of excited levels. A dephasing induced coherent 
emission (DICE) effect is predicted in difference fre
quency generation II. 

(v) When the inhomogeneous distributions of the a - b 
and a - c transitions have correlation factors q *" 0, all 
three processes contain line narrowing capabilities 
which are partly complementary. If q > 0, line narrow
ing should occur in difference frequency generation II, 
while sum frequency generation and difference frequency 
generation I processes should yield narrowed lines only 
in the case q < 0. 

(vi) All the foregoing resonances may arise as a re
sult of excited state populations being formed from which 
nonlinear processes can be initiated. Population in level 
b will give peaks that could be confused with the extra 
(DICE) resonance. 

This study has shown that a full exploration of X(2) 
resonant processes is likely to yield new spectroscopic 
information. In addition measurements of dynamical 
parameters such as pure dephasing should be possible. 
The present work through focused on X(2

) has obvious 
implicatiOns in X(3) spectroscopy. The same pathways 
giving line narrowing as described herein, and DICE 
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effects, lead to generation of coherent light in third 
order processes. In fact the two pathways giving rise 
to p1~), and hence to difference frequency generation 
DICE, are the origin of the two terms that give the ex
tra CSRS resonances previously described. 18,22 The 
present treatment of the principles determining the 
line shapes for the inhomogeneous cases is therefore 
useful in both X(3) and X(2) spectroscopy. However the 
description is simpler, there being one fewer resonance 
denominator, for the X(2) response. 
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